
Thailand and Britain 
 
Pin and Shaun  
= our two guests’ names 
 
currently  
= now 
 
The Department of Integrated Global Studies (IGS) 
= 国際共創学科 
 
citizen  
= 市⺠ 
 
more or less  
= for the most part, mostly 
 
Wajjwalku Pornphan  
= Pin’s full name = real name 
 
The School of Integrated Arts and Sciences  
= The Faculty of… 総合科学部 
 
a Master’s student  
= 修⼠課程の学⽣ 
 
anthropology  
= the study of humans 
 
physics  
= the study of matter and energy 
 
I doubt it  
= I don’t think so 
 



geography  
= 地理学 
 
wet and gloomy  
= rainy and dark 
 
a myth  
= a story which is not really true 
 
due to  
= caused by 
 
the landscape  
= the shape of the land 
 
the terrain  
= the geographic area 
 
humid  
= 湿気が多い 
 
9 million  
= slightly less than the Tokyo area 
 
Birmingham and Manchester  
= The first city is in England’s central area. The second city is in the 
northwest. 
 
3 million  
= about three times the population of Hiroshima City 
 
Liverpool  
= a city near Manchester, famous for the Beatles 
 
tropical  
= 熱帯の 



 
technically  
= officially, it is often said that 
 
distinctively  
= noticeably 
 
Chiang Mai  
= a city about 700 km north of Bangkok 
 
civilized  
= modern and well-organized 
 
Skytrain  
= the elevated train in Bangkok, similar to the Astram Line in Hiroshima 
 
temples, shrines and palaces  
= popular tourist places 
 
to be on (something)  
= to be talking about (something) 
 
kra pao rice 
= fried rice with basil herb leaves 
 
Tom yum goong  
= Thai prawn soup with lemongrass 
 
colonial  
= 植⺠地の 
 
fish and chips  
= fried fish with French fries 
 
Sunday roast  
= a traditional British meal, traditionally served on Sundays, consisting of 



roasted meat and potatoes, and various vegetables 
 
Apart from that  
= Except for that 
 
football  
= soccer 
 
Thai boxing  
= also called “the art of eight limbs,” includes hitting with elbows, knees, 
and other parts of the body, and also grabbing onto the opponent 
 
posh  
= high quality (involving rich people) 
 
to go mad about  
= to go crazy about, to really like 
 
Bohemian Rhapsody = one of Queen’s famous hits 
 
Coldplay = a famous British rock band 
 
stable  
= 安定 
 
to protest against  
= to voice opposition against 
 
the monarch  
= the monarchy, the system of the king 
 
an issue = a problem 
 
a referendum  
= an election 
 



a transition period = changing from one period to the next 
 
regulations  
= rules and laws 
 
restrictions on movement  
= limits on immigration and related issues 
 
personality  
= 性格 
 
a buggy  
= a baby carriage (Note: Shaun says that a person will carry the buggy up 
some stairs for another person.) 
 
to sum up = to summarize 
 
chilled  
= laid-back, relaxed 
 
 
 
 
 


